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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Purpose of this document
London policy makers and public health professionals have asked for the evidence base for private car use and the impacts of cars on health in the city.

This document outlines the background to car travel in London including car ownership, the types of journey made by cars, the reasons given for car use and the health impacts of car use.

Key points

Car Ownership in London
- Household car ownership in Greater London is significantly lower than the average in England.
- Household car ownership increases with household income. However, car ownership remains static at around 80% for households with an income over £75,000.
- Household car ownership tends to be lower in areas with better access to public transport.
- People choose to own a car for a combination of practical and emotional reasons.

Car Use in London
- Most journeys by Londoners are not by car, only a third of journey stages in London are by private transport.
- Car use increases as the level of household car ownership by borough increases.
- Over one third of all the car trips made by London residents are less than 2km and could be walked in up to 25 minutes.
- Habit strongly influences choice of travel mode.

Health Impacts of Car Use in London
Most people in London do not use cars regularly but car use impacts on everybody’s health.

Car use impacts on the health of car users through:
1. Physical Inactivity
   - Car ownership is linked to how much walking and cycling Londoners do. Walking levels decrease significantly as household car ownership increases.
   - In London children living in households without access to a vehicle are 2.3 times more likely to walk to school than children living in households with vehicle access.
• Car use is associated with an increased risk of obesity while walking and public transport use are associated with not being overweight or obese.
• Walking is a universal activity in London.
• In London half of all walking is carried out as part of trips by public transport.

2. Air Pollution
• Car drivers can be exposed to higher levels of air pollution than cyclists.

Car use impacts on the health of all Londoners through:
1. Road traffic injuries and deaths
2. Noise
3. Severance
4. Air pollution
5. Climate change

Reducing Car Use in London
• There are many short car journeys made by London residents which could easily be switched to walking or cycling:
  o 1.6 million car trips per day could potentially be walked.
  o 2.7 million car trips per day could potentially be cycled.

• Reducing car use in London would bring health benefits to all Londoners.

• If Londoners swapped motorised trips that could reasonably be walked and cycled, 60% of them would meet the recommended 150 minutes of physical activity per week through active travel alone. The population of London would gain over 60,000 years of healthy life every year which would deliver an economic health benefit of over £2 billion annually.

For further information on the health impacts of cars:
• visit www.london.gov.uk/transport-and-health or
• contact Katie.Hunter2@london.gov.uk or Lucy.Saunders@london.gov.uk
CAR USE IN LONDON
The role of cars in travel in London

London is unusual because unlike the rest of the UK it has very low private car use. In 2013, 45% of journey stages in London were made by public transport, 33% by private transport, 21% by walking and 2% by cycling.¹

In London there is a continuing shift away from private motorised transport to public transport modes: the proportion of all trips made by public transport has increased 10.6 percentage points since 2000.²

What is a journey stage?

A trip is defined as a one-way movement from an origin to a destination to achieve a specific purpose, for example, to go from home to work.

This trip might involve three journey stages: a walk from home to the bus stop, a bus journey and then another walk from the bus stop to work.

Londoners spend the greatest proportion of their travel time in cars (including taxis), 38%, and walking (including walking stages of public transport trips), 27%. However, Londoners spend more time walking and using public transport (and less time in cars) than adults living in other urban areas of England and Wales.³ These differences are illustrated in figure 1.

Figure 1: Percentage of travel time spent on each type of transport 2005–2011

---

¹ Travel in London 7 (2014) Transport for London pg.25
² Travel in London 7 (2014) Transport for London pg.25
Household car ownership in London

Household car ownership in Greater London is significantly lower than the average in England, and lower than some other major cities in England including Birmingham, Leeds and Sheffield.4,5

Table 1: Household car or van availability in unitary authorities and regions of England, 2011 Census 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Percentage of households with access to a car or van (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater London</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer London</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner London</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeds</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheffield</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liverpool</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Household car ownership in Greater London has not changed substantially since 2005/06.6

Londoners are more likely to own a car if they:7

- live in outer London
- live in an area with reduced access to public transport
- have a higher income
- have a child living in the household
- are of Western European nationality

---

4 National Travel Survey statistics (2014) Department for Transport
6 Travel in London 7 (2014) Transport for London pg.52
7 How many cars are there in London and who owns them? (2013) Transport for London
Overall, household car ownership is lower in inner London compared to outer London. However, household car ownership also tends to fall as access to public transport improves. This results in some areas of outer London with the best access to public transport having lower levels of household car ownership than some areas of inner London with poorer access to public transport.\(^8\)

Figure 2 shows that the proportion of households with one or more cars varies by borough across London from:
- 78% in Sutton to
- 29% in Tower Hamlets.

**Figure 2:** Household car ownership by borough, London residents, 2013/14.\(^9\)

\(^9\) TfL London Travel Demand Survey 2013/14
The proportion of households owning a car increases as household income increases, from 23% in London households earning less than £5000 per year to 78% in households with incomes of £50,000 - £74,999 per year.\(^{10}\)

However, as income increases further car ownership remains static at around 80%, therefore a fifth of higher income households in London appear to have chosen not to own a car. Thirteen per cent of London households have incomes over £75,000 per year.\(^{11}\) This is illustrated in figure 3.

Figure 3: Household car ownership by household income, London residents, 2013/14.\(^{12}\)

The proportion of young London residents, aged 17 to 19 years, with full car driving licences has fallen from 35% in 1991 to 16% in 2011, and adults under 35 are less likely to hold a driving licence than their predecessors.\(^{13}\) Two thirds of Londoners who do not own a car do not hold a licence.\(^{14}\)

---

\(^{10}\) TfL London Travel Demand Survey 2013/14

\(^{11}\) TfL London Travel Demand Survey 2013/14

\(^{12}\) TfL London Travel Demand Survey 2013/14


Attitudes towards car ownership in London

Car ownership can be seen as a tool for liberation, and restrictions on car use are seen by some as a restriction on personal freedoms. However, it is recognised that there can be a tension between personal freedom and the wider public good. For example, under the Clean Air Act local authorities in London have declared the whole or majority of their boroughs to be a smoke control area. The Act makes it an offence for residents to burn wood or other unauthorised fuels which emit smoke from a chimney. The Act therefore restricts the personal freedom of individuals in order to protect all residents from air pollution and prevent a reoccurrence of the great smog of 1952.

Although some London residents living in households without a car may aspire to owning a car, if every household in London owned a car, the volume of traffic and congestion in London would increase significantly. This would lead to prolonged journey times which would reduce personal mobility and therefore reduce the perceived convenience of car ownership.

Studies have shown that people choose to own a car for a combination of practical and emotional reasons.

### Practical benefits / convenience:
- door-to-door service with no interchanges
- availability when needed ‘24/7’
- carrying luggage, shopping or equipment
- individual journeys are relatively cheap because the total costs are not always evident to trip makers (e.g. purchase costs, insurance and tax)

### Emotional benefits:
- sense of freedom
- independence and control
- self-worth/status
- personal safety/security
- seen as a ‘social norm’

The key reasons London households choose not to own a car include:
- cost
- stress of owning and driving a car in London
- car is unnecessary due to proximity of local services and availability of public transport
- difficulties with car parking
- congestion on the roads

---

Car trip purposes for Londoners

It is estimated that on average a total of 9.4 million car trips are made in London per day by residents and non-residents.\textsuperscript{18}

London residents make 7.3 million car trips (78% of all car trips), as a driver or passenger, in London per day on average. Of these car trips:

- Over 50% are made for shopping, leisure and personal business purposes
- 19% are made for work purposes
- 5% for education\textsuperscript{19}
- 22% for other purposes including worship and escorting others including escorting children to school\textsuperscript{20}

Around 60% of car driver trips made by London residents are made with no passengers.\textsuperscript{21} The purpose of car trips made by London residents is illustrated in figure 4.

\textbf{Figure 4:} Car (driver and passenger) trips by journey purpose. London residents, 2013/14.\textsuperscript{22}

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{18} Travel in London 7 (2014) Transport for London pg.23
\textsuperscript{19} A large proportion of trips made for education will be car passengers i.e. a student dropped off at school, college or university would have a trip purpose of education, while the person dropping them off or picking them up would have a trip purpose of escort.
\textsuperscript{20} TfL London Travel Demand Survey 2013/14
\textsuperscript{22} TfL London Travel Demand Survey 2013/14 and Travel in London 7
\end{footnotesize}
Over one third of all the car trips made by London residents are less than 2km. Table 2 shows the time it would take Londoners to travel if they switched these car trips to walking or cycling.

**Table 2:** Proportion of car trips by London residents by trip distance\(^3\), with average time taken to walk or cycle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proportion of all car trips</th>
<th>Walk time (fast – medium pace)</th>
<th>Cycle time (16km/hr)</th>
<th>Distance travelled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15%</td>
<td><strong>Up to 9 - 12 mins</strong></td>
<td>Up to 4 mins</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21%</td>
<td><strong>Up to 19 - 25 mins</strong></td>
<td>Up to 8 mins</td>
<td>1 - 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13%</td>
<td>Up to 28 - 37 mins</td>
<td><strong>Up to 11 mins</strong></td>
<td>2 - 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18%</td>
<td>Up to 47 - 62 mins</td>
<td><strong>Up to 19 mins</strong></td>
<td>3 - 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34%</td>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; 19 mins</td>
<td>&gt; 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many car trips could be quicker by bike or foot:

**Under 25 minutes** = Over **one third of car trips** made by London residents as a driver or passenger could be **walked** in this time.

**Under 11 minutes** = Nearly half of **car trips** made by London residents could be **cycled** in this time.

**Under 19 minutes** = Two thirds of **car trips** made by London residents could be **cycled** in this time.

**Trips over 5 km** only make up **one third** of car trips. Some of these trips could be cycled in around 20 minutes.

---

\(^3\) TfL London Travel Demand Survey 2013/14
How does car use vary by borough?

Car use by London residents varies between boroughs from 0.24 car driver trips per person per day in Islington to 0.89 car driver trips per person per day in Hillingdon and Bromley. On average residents of boroughs in outer London have higher car driver trip rates than residents of most inner London boroughs.

Figure 5: Car use by borough of residence, 2013/14.

---

24 TfL London Travel Demand Survey 2013/14
25 TfL London Travel Demand Survey 2013/14
Car driver trip rates generally decrease as access to public transport increases, as measured by the Public Transport Accessibility Level (PTAL).\textsuperscript{26}

Car trip rates by residents of households with at least one child are around 50\% higher than rates by those in households with no children, across all household income bands.\textsuperscript{27}

Residents of households with an income less than £25,000 a year have particularly low car use, as drivers and passengers. Car driver trips\textsuperscript{28} increase as household income increases up to £75,000, thereafter driver trip rates do not increase any further as household income increases. This is a similar pattern to the relationship between household car ownership and household income.\textsuperscript{29}

\textsuperscript{26} For more information on PTAL see http://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/public-transport-accessibility-levels
\textsuperscript{28} A car trip is defined as a one-way movement from an origin to a destination to achieve a specific purpose, for example, to go from home to work.
What is the relationship between car ownership and car use in London?

Data from the London Travel Demand Survey (LTDS) shows that there is a strong positive relationship between household car ownership and average car trip rate by borough. As illustrated in figure 6, car use by borough increases as the level of household car ownership per borough increases.

This relationship between car ownership and car use suggests that measures that discourage car ownership would lead to a reduction in car use.

Figure 6: Relationship between household car ownership and average car trip rate by borough in 2013/14.30

*based on the average daily trip rate over a seven-day week

30 TfL London Travel Demand Survey 2013/14
What reasons do people give for travelling by car in London?
The main reason that people give for travelling by car is ease and convenience. Other reasons given, roughly in descending order of importance are: 31

- perceived travel time
- comfort
- carrying something bulky or heavy
- trip chaining (where a series of short trips are linked together between primary destinations e.g. a trip that leaves work, stops at the supermarket and then continues to home.)
- cost

Habit strongly influences choice of travel mode 32

- Drivers don’t tend to give much thought to which mode of travel they use.
- Drivers tend to be poor at perceiving the relative speed, cost or convenience of other transport options.

This helps to explain why people drive short distances which would be easier and quicker to travel using other modes.


HEALTH IMPACTS OF CAR USE IN LONDON
How does car use impact the health of car users?

Physical inactivity

In London, 43% of adults do not achieve the minimum level of 150 minutes of physical activity each week that is recommended to stay healthy.\textsuperscript{33} Physical activity reduces the risk of premature death and developing chronic diseases including heart disease, cancer, diabetes and stroke.\textsuperscript{34}

It is widely accepted that the easiest way for most people to stay physically active is by incorporating activity, such as walking or cycling into their daily lives.\textsuperscript{34}

A quarter of adults in London achieve the recommended 150 minutes of physical activity each week just through the walking and cycling they do for travel purposes ‘active travel’.\textsuperscript{35}

Walking is a universal activity in London - there is little difference in walking levels by gender, household income, ethnicity or employment status.\textsuperscript{36}

Car ownership is linked to how much walking and cycling Londoners do. This is shown in Figure 7 using data from the London Travel Demand Survey (LTDS). Walking levels decrease significantly as the number of cars a household owns increases.\textsuperscript{37}

\textbf{Figure 7}: Percentage of the population meeting the 150-minutes per week physical activity requirement through active travel, by household car ownership, 2013/14.\textsuperscript{37}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure7.png}
\end{figure}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{33} Active People Survey January 2012–January 2013
\item \textsuperscript{34} Start active, stay active: a report on physical activity from the four home countries’ Chief Medical Officers (2011) Department of Health
\item \textsuperscript{35} Transport and health in London: The main impacts of London road transport on health (2014) Greater London Authority\texttt{http://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Transport%20and%20health%20in%20London_March%202014.pdf}
\item \textsuperscript{36} Travel in London 7 (2014) Transport for London pg. 207–10
\item \textsuperscript{37} Travel in London 7 (2014) Transport for London pg. 209
\end{itemize}
In London, compared to children living in households with vehicle access, children living in households without access to a vehicle are:

- 2.3 times more likely to walk to school
- 1.4 times more likely to walk outside the school commute on a weekday during term time
- 1.8 times more likely to walk during the summer or weekends.  

Public transport is a very important and often overlooked means of increasing physical activity levels. In London half of all walking is carried out as part of trips by public transport.  

Walking and cycling are associated with not being overweight or obese:

- Each additional hour spent travelling in a car per day is associated with a 6% increase in the likelihood of becoming obese.
- Each additional kilometre walked per day is associated with a 4.8% reduction in the likelihood of becoming obese.
- Switching from private motor transport to active travel or public transport is associated with a significant reduction in body mass index (BMI).  

If Londoners travelled as people do in other cities in England and Wales (by spending a smaller proportion of their travel time walking and more of their travel time in cars/taxis) then Londoners would lose around 17,000 healthy years of life each year to diseases such as heart disease, type 2 diabetes and depression. However, a reduction in car use and increase in walking and cycling in London would deliver significant health benefits to Londoners.  

---

**What is a healthy year of life?**

One year of life lived in perfect health is equivalent to one Disability Adjusted Life Year (DALY). DALYs are used to measure the number of years of healthy life lost due to early death, illness or disability.

---


Air pollution

Overall car drivers are exposed to higher levels of air pollution than cyclists: fine particulate matter (PM$_{2.5}$) and elemental carbon or soot. The level of exposure to air pollution in cars is increased during heavy traffic as a result of the exhaust emissions of surrounding vehicles. Car ventilation systems allow outdoor pollutants to enter the vehicle and pollution inside the vehicle increases as the ventilation rate increases.

Pedestrians and cyclists can reduce their exposure to air pollution by reducing their proximity to motorised traffic and by travelling on streets with lower levels of traffic. The exposure of pedestrians and cyclists to carbon monoxide and fine particulate matter is reduced as wind speed increases.

How does car use impact the health of all Londoners?

Road traffic injuries and deaths

2,324 people were killed or seriously injured (KSI) on London streets in road traffic collisions in 2013. The number of people killed or seriously injured has fallen in the last 10 years; this reduction has largely been among people in cars. In contrast, vulnerable road users (pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists) have become more likely to be killed or seriously injured on London streets. Seventy-nine per cent of KSIs were vulnerable road users in 2013 compared to 67% in 2005-2009. Improving the safety of vulnerable road users is a key focus of London’s Road Safety Action Plan.

Adult pedestrians aged 25-59 years are the largest group of people killed or seriously injured by road traffic collisions in London because working age adults make up a large proportion of pedestrians.

Fear of road traffic injury is the key reason people give for not cycling and that parents give for limiting their children’s independence. Fear of road danger from cars and other motorised vehicles is a key factor in preventing Londoners from being more active.

---

47 Travel in London 7 (2014) Transport for London pg. 165
48 Travel in London 7 (2014) Transport for London pg. 165
**Noise**

Road traffic noise is a major cause of noise pollution in London.\(^{54}\)

Noise pollution is associated with impaired intellectual development in children, increased blood pressure, sleep disturbance and reduced wellbeing.\(^{55}\)

Road traffic noise can also discourage people from walking, cycling and other activities such as shopping and socialising. This has a negative impact on their health by reducing physical activity and social interaction. It also negatively affects local shops, businesses and other services.\(^{56}\)

**Severance**

Increasing car use also increases severance:

- destinations that are geographically close cannot be reached easily on foot due to busy wide roads that may be difficult to cross and perceived to be dangerous.
- people on low incomes, disabled people and carers, and children and young people are disproportionately affected.

Severance has a wide range of effects including:

- restriction on the independence of children and young people
- reduced likelihood of active travel
- reduced social support and social interaction in the street
- stress \(^{57}\)

**Air pollution**

Increasing car usage increases emissions of nitrogen oxide (NOx), CO\(_2\) and particulate matter.

Air pollution has a significant negative impact on the health of all Londoners. The adverse effects range from worsening respiratory symptoms and poorer quality of life, to premature deaths from cardiovascular and respiratory diseases.\(^{58}\)

---

\(^{54}\) Healthy transport = Healthy lives (2012) British Medical Association pg.25
Air Pollution is a significant health issue in London:

- In 2005 the EU set maximum limits for air pollutants in order to protect human health. Levels of nitrogen dioxide (NO$_2$), arising from nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions, still widely exceed the EU limit (set at an annual mean concentration of 40μg/m$^3$) on roads in inner and central London. New research has estimated that long-term exposure to NO$_2$ is responsible for up to 5,900 deaths per year in London.\(^{59}\)

- An evidence review performed by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 2013\(^ {60}\) found that short- and long-term exposure to NO$_2$ concentrations at or below the current EU limit values was associated with adverse health effects. Reducing NO$_2$ levels below the current EU limits would improve the health of Londoners.

- Although the EU legal limits for particulate matter are now largely met in London, it is estimated that long-term exposure to fine particulate matter ($PM_{2.5}$) is responsible for 3,500 deaths per year in London.\(^ {61}\) Since there is no safe level of $PM_{2.5}$ further reductions are needed to improve the health and quality of life for Londoners.\(^ {62}\)

- It is estimated that the economic costs of the health impacts of exposure to $PM_{2.5}$ and NO$_2$ in London range from £1.4 billion to £3.7 billion per year.\(^ {63}\)

- Air pollution contributes to widening health inequalities as levels of particulate matter and NO$_2$ are higher on the most heavily trafficked roads which are used more by disadvantaged people as places where they live, work and shop.\(^ {64}\)

---


Climate change

“Climate change is the biggest global health threat of the 21st century.”65

The Mayor’s Climate Change Mitigation and Energy strategy (CCMES) sets out London’s target to reduce CO₂ emissions compared to 1990 levels by:

- 60% by 2025 and
- at least 80% by 2050

CO₂ emissions in London have fallen by 11% from 1990 to 2011, however, this reduction is not rapid enough to meet the Mayor’s targets.

21% of London’s CO₂ emissions are generated from London transport.66

The Mayor has three policies to reduce CO₂ emissions from transport through:

1. Shifting towards more sustainable forms of travel including walking, cycling and public transport
2. Using existing vehicles and technology more efficiently including reducing engine idling, eco-driving and cutting unnecessary traffic delays
3. Using low carbon vehicles, technologies and fuels, for example, electric vehicles and introducing a 15 year age limit for taxis

What would be the health benefits for all Londoners of reducing car use?

There are many short trips in London that are currently undertaken by motorised modes (predominantly by car) which could reasonably be walked or cycled.

1.6 million car trips per day, made by London residents, could potentially be walked (22% of car trips).67 Potentially walkable trips are defined as:

- shorter than 2km
- made between 6am and 8pm
- made without a heavy or bulky load
- made by someone aged 5 to 74 without a disability
- trips made by van, dial-a-ride, plane and boat are excluded

---

67 Analysis of Walking Potential, London Travel Demand Survey 2005/06 to 2007/08
2.7 million car trips per day, made by London residents, could potentially be cycled (38% of car trips).\textsuperscript{68} Potentially cyclable trips are defined as:

- shorter than 8km
- take less than 20% longer by bike
- made between 6am and 8pm
- made without a heavy or bulky load
- made by someone aged 5 to 64 without a disability
- trips made by van, dial-a-ride, plane and boat are excluded

A further study showed that if Londoners swapped motorised trips that could reasonably be walked and cycled, 60% of them would meet the recommended 150 minutes of physical activity through active travel alone. The population of London would gain over 60,000 years of healthy life every year as a result and this would deliver an economic health benefit of over £2 billion annually.\textsuperscript{69}

Londoners are also likely to benefit from the following impacts of reducing car use:

- Increased social interaction
- Reduced congestion
- Reduced road traffic injuries
- Reduced noise pollution
- Reduced severance
- Improved air quality
- Mitigation against climate change

For further information on the health impacts of cars:

- visit www.london.gov.uk/transport-and-health or
- contact Katie.Hunter2@london.gov.uk or Lucy.Saunders@london.gov.uk

\textsuperscript{68} Analysis of Cycling Potential (2010) Transport for London
\textsuperscript{69} Transport and health in London: The main impacts of London road transport on health. (2014) Greater London Authority
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